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What is Salesforce Lightning?
Unless you’ve been living off the grid for the last few years, you’ve probably heard of Salesforce 
Lightning by now. Salesforce Lightning is a user experience upgrade from Salesforce Classic, but 
it's not just an upgrade. Salesforce has taken the Classic UI and improved upon it to deliver better 
productivity for all users. When you transition to Lightning, you are basically re-implementing 
Salesforce without needing to import your data or recreate your customizations. However, not 
all things neatly align between the two user experiences.

Lightning ExperienceClassic Experience

Why Should I Switch?
So, you’ve heard several success stories circulating in the Salesforce community about how 
the switch to Lightning yielded some impressive ROIs. However, you’ve also likely heard what 
a headache the switch can be. With all the workshops and presentations on how to switch to 
Lightning, you may have noticed there are quite a few steps involved, and like with any major 
Salesforce project, plenty of room for error. Not only that, but Salesforce Classic isn’t going away 
anytime soon. So why take the time to migrate?

At the most practical level, those who stick with Classic will continue to pay for the new Salesforce 
services and updates that come out 3 times a year (in the form of recurring license costs) without 
getting any of the benefits. This is because new releases are now only available on the Lightning 
interface. Beyond this, Lightning boasts some impressive design and feature updates that have 
demonstrated the ability to improve productivity. Its new intuitive design and access to Einstein 
Analytics has refined the user experience. According to the 2017 Lightning Adoption Survey, 
Lightning users reported a 41% increase in productivity. Companies using the new interface 
are pushing productivity higher, building apps faster, and working smarter than ever before, and 
so can you.

INCREASE IN 
 CONVERSION RATE

41%40%23%21%41%
++++ +
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Though the dream of simply flipping the switch to Lightning might be enticing, we all know it 
means the risk of aspects of our org breaking or just becoming a mess. Especially for enterprises 
with highly customized and expansive orgs, the potential loss of productivity of just flipping the 
switch is simply too great. To avoid such complications, the following actions must first be taken.

Business User Buy-In
The first step on your Lightning journey is of course getting management and user buy-in. 
Convincing the company leadership is critical in order to gain access to the resources you will 
ultimately need. Be sure to convey to all key players what benefits their specific department can 
expect from the transition. Reference clear ROIs that will encourage management that this is a 
good change for them and in their best interest to cooperate.

Gap Analysis: Comparing Classic to Lightning
So, your star players are convinced, or at least starting to be convinced. What now? Before diving 
in, it’s important to have a clear idea of the gaps you will encounter during your transition. By 
reviewing the features currently in use in your Salesforce Classic experience, you can map them 
to their equivalent in the Lightning experience. Not all features from Classic will be supported in 
Lightning, and you will need to come up with alternatives for these gaps.

By conducting a gap analysis, you may find that an important feature used by one of your teams 
is no longer supported. In cases such as these, you will need to work with each department 
to understand what functionality the feature brought to the team. Evaluate how this feature 
interacts within their workflows and processes. Take the opportunity to discover an efficient 
workaround that utilizes new Lightning capabilities. You may find that you can close the gap easily 
by implementing other features or making small changes in workflows. In other cases, you may 
have to completely overhaul processes and work with the affected team to create a new solution 
that improves productivity.

The main goal of the gap analysis is to have a clear outline of how your organization uses 
Salesforce Classic features today, and how when the flip is switched, they will correlate in the 
Lightning experience. Salesforce offers some useful resources such as this chart comparing  
which features are available in each experience. For more help, check out this list of related  
articles from Salesforce.

Preparing for Lightning   
The Assessment Stage
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Readiness Check: Taking inventory of your org
The biggest step in the preparation phase will be the Readiness Check and the subsequent actions 
you must take afterwards. The Readiness Check is a Salesforce report that evaluates your org to 
understand what will be impacted when you make the switch. The report provides you with a basic 
inventory of your org, what features are no longer available, any code issues you may have, and 
recommendations on what to do next. The report will also estimate the Lightning Experience’s 
impact on user productivity and projected level of effort required to implement roll-out effectively. 

Gaps in the Readiness Check
I know what you’re thinking, If the Readiness Check tells me all this information, why do I need to 
do a gap analysis at all? Well, the truth is, the Readiness Assessment Report is not a comprehensive 
report you can solely rely on. The Readiness Check uses metadata to evaluate the features in your 
org and may sometimes only evaluate a feature in a specific area. For example, maybe it assesses 
email templates but not mass email, sales cloud related lists, but not all lists. It has also been 
noted that some features are not assessed by the tool at all. Often times customizable navigation, 
macros, reports, dashboards and more are excluded in the report. It is therefore important that 
you manually evaluate features and customizations to ensure you have no last-minute surprises.

Though it won’t assess everything, this report does give you a good sense of how ready your 
company’s org is for the switch. Your Readiness Assessment will show which users can benefit 
immediately from the transition without any work. The report also offers recommendations on 
the issues that need a bit of help. This means you’ll have clear guidelines on how to proceed. 
Once you’ve addressed these issues, you’ll need to rerun the Readiness Check to confirm you 
are prepared to proceed.

What about customizations? 
Luckily, many of the point-and-click and programmatic implementations will still work perfectly 
in the new interface. However, you will discover some of your customizations won’t be useful or 
even relevant in the Lightning Experience and will require updating. Check out this article for more 
information on which customizations are affected.
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How to run your Lightning Experience 
Readiness Check:
1.  Login to Salesforce

2.  Go to the Setup page

3.  Under the search bar click  
 “Lightning Experience”

4.  Find the section “Evaluate if Lightning  
 Experience is Right for You”

5 Find the subsection “Check Your Lightning  
 Experience Readiness”

6. Click “Evaluate”

Effort Analysis: Calculating time and resources
We now have a clear idea of how the transition will affect our org and users. The Readiness 
Report has provided an introductory effort analysis, however at this point we need to dive in and 
understand exactly what we need to allocate to this project.

To get a clearer view of required effort, use the Salesforce Optimizer. This tool identifies what areas 
you can simplify, improve, or eradicate before transitioning to Lightning. It will help you understand 
where you need to concentrate time and resources. For example, you run the Optimizer and 
find several custom profiles that are no longer being used, or inactive workflow rules. You now 
have less items to work before moving to Lightning. The Optimizer Report will also provide you 
with a usage percentage for custom and standard fields. Click here for more information on the 
Salesforce Optimizer.

You will also need to evaluate your AppExchange apps to determine if they are Lightning-ready. 
This is a good time to review what apps are in your org and see whether they are still in use or 
if some can be uninstalled. Don’t forget to review any custom code, from JavaScript buttons to 
Visualforce. Be sure to evaluate how they will transition into Lightning. If your custom code doesn’t 
perform well in the Lightning Experience you may have to work on removing technical debt.
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The Test Run: Using the Migration Assistant
Finally, its time to take the Lightning Experience for a test run. Once again, Salesforce has provided 
a great tool to help, the Lightning Migration Assistant. The Migration Assistant provides guides on 
how to initiate Lightning for your company. It also shows you a preview of your org in Lightning 
without turning it on for everyone.

Use this tool to see firsthand the features you’ll want to convey to your users in the following stage. 
You’ll be able to see how your real data, business processes, and customizations work in the new 
interface. Be sure to test features and customizations that the Lightning Readiness Check did not 
evaluate to ensure everything is working as it should.

2
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How to use the Transition Assistant
1. From Setup in Salesforce Classic, click "Get Started" in the Lightning Experience Transition  
 Assistant tile at the top of the menu

2. Select “Discover Phase”

3. Click “Evaluate Lightning Experience Benefits and Readiness”

4. Click “Preview” next to “Preview Lightning Experience”
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After completing the necessary steps in the assessment stage, its time to put together a strategy 
and plan for implementing the Lightning Experience across your organization.

Set ROI Goals to Measure Success

To begin with, you’ve made promises to management and various departments on the wonderful 
benefits they will see with Lightning. However, a key step in ensuring a successful transition 
is measuring current business process KPI’s and setting goals and targets for post-transition 
productivity.

Identify the key benefits you expect to see for each department and measure current efficiency to 
create benchmarks. Create customer surveys and employee surveys to evaluate key complaints 
and whether these problems have been solved following the transition. Ask questions like, “How 
much time does this process currently take?”, “How many clicks does it take?”, “How much visibility 
is there?” “Which relevant players can see this data, and who can’t?”. After your transition, you will 
want to show off the successes of switching to Lightning. In order to do so, you must have clear 
benchmarks and goals to refer to.

Transition Road Map 
The Planning & Implementation Stage
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Roll-out Strategy & Timeline
Having completed your readiness and effort assessments, you can now determine your  
roll-out strategy and put together a timeline. You will need to decide how you will move users to 
the new interface and how to prepare them for the change. To pick an approach, examine your 
company’s size, business goals and the complexity of each aspect of your implementation. The 
2 most common strategies for roll-out are to either move everyone at once or segment out and 
move by groups. If your org is large or particularly complex, we recommend the gradual 
approach, which has the following benefits:
 1. Reduces scope by focusing on business and technical requirements, one group at a time

 2. Allows you to begin the move to Lightning sooner

 3. Prepare and support smaller amounts of people at each stage for better change  
  management

 4. Learn as you go, and apply lessons learned to each new group

If you decide to go with the phased approach to your Lightning Experience roll-out, you’ll want 
to create a roadmap that shows which groups you are planning to move and select go-live dates 
for each. Be sure to specify affected user profiles, scope of work, and timeline. Refer to your 
Readiness Report to find the “Which Users Are Ready” section and prioritize the user profiles 
that will be easiest to transition. Continue down the report for subsequent phases ending at the 
most complex cases.

The Readiness Report will help you define the scope of work for each group. Prioritize items that 
are most actively used by each group and address these first. Start with your standard objects 
(leads, accounts, contacts, etc.). Depending on the structure of your org you will then need to 
determine which objects require a longer sprint if you have more custom aspects to tackle. In 
addition to fixing such priority issues, set up at least one new key Lightning Experience feature to 
test out. Be sure to pick something that speeds up common tasks or provides immediate benefits 
to the way users in that group work. Once you’ve completed your roll-out plan, you will have a 
clear roadmap on the technical tasks and objectives of your transition.

Change Management Strategy
Don’t forget, transitioning to the Lightning Experience is not all technical. We must also address 
the human aspect of the change. Critical to your migration success is how well your Salesforce 
users transition into the new interface. Failing to prepare users ahead of time can derail the entire 
project.

The Lightning Experience Transition Change Management Hub will help you create a change 
management strategy to be sure your users are successfully moving to the new interface. Get 
step-by-step instructions and best practices on how to manage the transition. Download the 
enablement pack for change management templates, create chatter groups with key stakeholders, 
run drip campaigns to build user excitement, monitor the adoption progress with the Lightning 
Usage App, and more.
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Adoption Team End-User Testing
As you begin implementing the Salesforce Lightning Experience, be sure to create an adoption 
team for each group to run end-user testing. Utilize this team to find missing pieces and errors 
in the changed custom or standard applications.

Test your goals by working with your adoption team to ensure the new Lightning features or 
equivalents assembled are successful in helping users achieve the objectives you created. Use 
testing to gather data and metrics to compare to the ROI you expected to see. Be sure to align 
your goals and evidence collected during testing with organizational goals to present to the rest 
of the team during transition. Immediate proof during initial stages can assist in gaining further 
buy-in from everyone in each team.

Since change can often be difficult, growing pains are to be expected. Counteract any resistance 
by educating your users at every step of the way. Provide articles to educate them on the benefits 
of Lightning and be prepared to answer common questions and concerns about the migration. 
When the time comes, don’t skimp out on the appropriate training.

Lightning training isn’t new user training, you don’t have to start from scratch. The most important 
aspect of Lightning training is to educate them on where everything has moved to. The first time 
a user logs into Lightning they may face a bit of panic and even frustration in their effort to find 
what they need to complete their daily tasks. Avoid these negative experiences by educating 
users on the changes to layout and processes before switching them over. This will help you avoid 
transitioned groups switching back to classic instead of learning the new interface.
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Major Challenges to Avoid

Challenge #1
 Moving a highly customized Classic org to Lightning

One of the main challenges many organizations will 
encounter is the risk of losing the benefits of Lightning 
due to the difficulty of transitioning a highly customized 
Salesforce Classic Experience. If you’ve done a high 
degree of customizations, from custom objects and 
components to VisualForce pages, you may encounter 
considerable challenges. Without proper analysis 
you will face an overload in technical debt, feature 
redundancy, and performance issues. Ultimately, the 
productivity you had hoped to gain will be lost from 
these irregularities.

The Solution 
Ensure you have a ran full impact analysis to 
understand all customizations done in Classic and 
whether they are needed in Lighting. 

Panaya ForeSight is the easiest way to avoid this 
problem. ForeSight scopes defined items and provides 
you with a full list of all impacted components. For each 
scoped entity you get a deep analysis including direct 
and indirect dependencies, code change highlights, 
usage rating and more. With Panaya’s solution you can 
easily map all customized code, determine what can be 
removed and what needs to be changed, and get clear 
development and testing plans.

Challenge #2
Avoiding performance issues that slow down 
efficiency

Since an increase in productivity is one of the main 
reasons to switch to Lightning, its important to 
ensure that nothing is taking away from this crucial 
goal. Unfortunately, without the proper analysis 
the transition to Lightning can negatively affect 
productivity in the form of low responsiveness of 
pages, higher load time, navigation complexity, and 
more. It is critical to avoid these performance issues 
as they have direct impact on the user experience 
and will ultimately keep you from meeting your goals.

The Solution 
Conduct a full Salesforce org health assessment 
before moving to Lightning to identify unused 
components and performance errors. Use tools to 
analyze custom code and their efficiency.

Panaya ForeSight can help ensure your org is performing 
at optimal quality. Get real-time visibility into the high-risk 
components associated with your Lightning migration 
project. With usage meta data from your org, Panaya 
gives you insight into which high-risk components are 
most frequently used. Panaya ForeSight then provides 
you with the highlighted code of the impacted area so 
that you can easily and quickly fix each problem.

Challenge #3
Incorrect Adoption of new features

With so many new features and changes in Salesforce 
Lightning, your users may get a little lost. Ensuring 
correct adoption of your users is vital as the success 
of the transition depends on their ability to use the 
new features and translate them to productivity gains.

The Solution 
Correctly articulate business goals for each group 
and the process for achieving these objectives. 
Appropriate training is crucial.

Mitigate issues during UAT for a smooth transition with 
Panaya ForeSight. Our solution guides user testing 
and minimizes the effort required of your business 
users, with unparalleled documentation. ForeSight  
provides a recorder for your testers so that they can run 
through their regular business processes while behind 
the scenes test evidence is created. Text and screenshot 
documentation of each test is exportable to PDF,  allowing 
you to simultaneously create training materials for the 
rest of the team.
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Don’t Make the Change Alone

The Panaya ForeSight solution guides you in your transition to Lightning. Move away from 
calculated guesswork and towards data-based decision making for a low risk migration. 
Panaya ForeSight defines your scoped entities and generates automatic summary reports 
of all impacted Salesforce components, both declarative and Apex-based, as well as 
dependency relations. Gain an immediate view and informed estimate of the impact of 
change and what development and testing efforts are required. Avoid the manual work. 
Instead, use ForeSight for real-time full-visibility into effort required with an accurate 
view of code change highlights, usage rating and more.

So What is Panaya ForeSight?
—

A 360O View

The Result? The ability to remove potential change delivery risks  
and ensure quality ahead of time

A detailed summary of 
entities impacted by:

 › Daily modifications
 › Scheduled releases 
 › Major projects

A list of development and 
customization tasks, derived 
from project scope and 
assigned to team members

Test plan scoping 
according to impacted 
entry points

Continuous risk assessment 
and multidimensional views 
of potential risks

Panaya ForeSight provides a 360-degree view of the impact,  
what are the dependencies, and what action to take:

Impact  |  Dependencies  |  Fixes
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Panaya, an Infosys company, is the leader in SaaS-based change automation and testing for SAP®, 
Oracle® and Salesforce. Panaya provides a cloud-based solution to manage application changes, 
reducing the time, cost and risk associated with any application change by 50%. Since 2008, 2,000 
companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been using Panaya to enable 
safe go-live for their business critical applications.
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